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introduction

On the evening of 15th July 2016 drivers turned off West Dapto Road and made their way through the 
darkness towards the Illawarra escarpment. The adventurous had accepted invitations to an art exhibition  
in an unknown gallery located on Hillside Farm, a community located south of Wollongong on the  
South Coast of NSW.

The exhibition was to be held over the weekend and was called insight: an exploration of the spiritual in art.

The theme of this exhibition was fitting as it was held in premises normally used as a space for spiritual 
exercises practiced by the Subud Wollongong group. The group had decided a year previously to share 
their beautiful place with the community for special occasions. Subud is a spiritual organisation practicing 
openness to the divine or creative life force and is compatible with many religions and spiritual attitudes.  

The exhibition organisers Libby Bloxham and Alena Kennedy are members of Subud and its cultural wing: 
SICA (Subud International Cultural Association). They are practicing visual artists, active in the Wollongong 
community in art and other cultural activities and co-founding members of IAVA (Illawarra Association for 
the Visual Arts). For a long time Libby and Alena had contemplated fostering the expression of spirituality in 
art. The opportunity came when a SICA grant was made available, coinciding with the opening of the Subud 
premises as a gallery.  

Thirteen artists accepted the invitation to address the theme and they did this with refreshing honesty, 
submitting works and artist statements that were insightful and thought provoking, and revealing diverse 
interpretations of aspects of their spirituality. The artists’ open and enthusiastic responses revealed that 
interest does indeed exist in exploring the delicately personal, elusive aspects of our existence. It was clear 
from the results that some succinct translation of our inner experience is possible in the visual arts through 
symbolism and abstraction. The unspoken content of our intentions or feelings at the time we are creating  
art may also be intuitively perceived, as was indicated by some of the viewers.  

The event was enriched by further engagement with visitors in a series of performances and workshops. 
This included Argentine drumming and a workshop by members of the Older Womens Network led by 
Barbara Malcolm; a laughter workshop with Annemarie Vanags and a Solestra Alchemy Crystal Singing Bowls 
meditational sound bath and workshop with Elizabeth Brandis. Libby and Alena led a group on a walk and 
‘quiet time’ on the hill top. They followed this up with an intuitive art making exercise in 3-D construction 
with found objects; or drawing and mandala collages. Thanks to donations for the café by artists and friends, 
visitors could relax and chat on the deck in the winters sun with delicious cakes and hot beverages. 

While Libby and Alena organized the event, it was a group contribution and involvement including artists, 
performers, workshop facilitators, visitors and those generous people who helped out in various ways made 
everything run smoothly and created a welcoming atmosphere for this special occasion, the first of what is 
hoped to be a series of exhibitions on a spiritual theme.

Alena Kennedy & Libby Bloxham, August 2016

Program of Events

July 15 – 17, 2016

@  Hillside Gallery, Dombarton, NSW

Open times:  Friday 15th July, 2016: 6 – 9pm 
 Saturday, Sunday: 10am – 4pm 

Friday:  Opening celebration / Exhibition opening 
Introduction: Libby Bloxham, insight coordinator  
Opening Speaker: Alena Kennedy, insight coordinator 
Special Guest Speaker:  Mitchell Reese 

SICA (Subud International Cultural Association) Chair
Saturday & Sunday:  Art exhibition open 
 Workshop and performance program 

Workshop and Performance program

Saturday 16
 10.30am   Solestra Alchemy Crystal Singing Bowls performance and workshop by 

Elizabeth Brandis.              
 1pm   Inspirational walk on Hillside Farm followed by intuitive art making workshop 

with mandala drawing (Alena Kennedy) or 3-D construction (Libby Bloxham).
Sunday 17             
 10am  Laughter workshop with Annemarie Vanags              
 11.30am Argentine drumming performance by Illawarras OWN Heartbeats.              
 1pm   Argentine drumming workshop with Barbara Malcolm from OWN (Older 

Womens Network)              
 2pm  Inspirational walk on Hillside Farm followed by intuitive art making workshop

image: view from Hillside Gallery by Oliver Kennedy
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installation views of insight at Hillside Gallery photography throughout this e-catalogue by Bernie Fischer unless otherwise credited
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Mandala 1, ink on paper, 6 x 11 cm, 2006/7

Mandala 3, ink on paper, 6 x 11 cm, 2006/7

Mandala 5, ink on paper, 6 x 11 cm, 2006/7

Lorraine Allen

As I was recovering from cancer and a divorce I was reassessing my life 
and making choices to aid my healing physically and emotionally. I had 
a strong impulse to draw. My drawings started small at first, then got 
bigger and more intricate, always starting from the centre and working 
out in a circle. While I was drawing I became immersed to the point 
where nothing distracted me and I felt peaceful. 

I showed the drawings to a friend. She said that they were mandalas 
and suggested to continue drawing intuitively and not to read about 
them yet.  

After the impulse to draw was finished I bought a book: Creating 
Mandalas for Insight, Healing and Self-expression by Susanne Fincher. 
Reading about the symbols that I was drawing I learnt that they had 
significance regarding my need for self-protection and self-love. I 
realised that the mandalas were windows into my true self. 

I was particularly interested by the author’s quote on page 183: 

Magic circle, sacred ritual, reflection of self: the mandala is all these 
and more... As the outward and visible sign of the archetypal self, it 
guides, directs, protects and challenges us to become the person we 
truly are meant to be.
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Crucibles of Thought, found and recycled materials, size variable, 2016

Beyond Within  
found and recycled materials  
45 x 45 x 40 cm, 2009

Weaving Between the Dimensions: I (detail),  
found and recycled materials 
55 x 55 cm, 2016

Libby Bloxham 

I have always contemplated what lies beyond the physical boundaries 
that we know. Most of my work springs from this contemplation. My 
belief is that everything is interconnected and all part of one thing. I 
call it the ‘Oneness’. I am interested in the concept that time and space 
are not linear and that there exists multiple dimensions beyond this 
physical realm. I am interested in theories that propose that everything 
is reactive to and connected to that which surrounds it, that nothing 
exists of and by itself. I feel our thoughts, intentions and beliefs as well 
as the combined consciousness inform our reality.

The present human paradigm is very unbalanced as we feed on 
competition and individualism. If all is part of one thing, then we 
must live for the whole not the individual. It seems the healing of the 
imbalance is building towards tipping point. I believe we are living 
in a momentous time where a paradigm shift of a spiritual nature is 
occurring as major as the Agrarian and Industrial revolutions. It has 
been called ‘The Turning’.  So many are becoming aware and as groups 
all over the world begin to work for the common good, the structures of 
the present paradigm begin to crumble and fall.

I am moved by the idea of love being the only religion. I am moved to 
constantly try to come more in tune with the oneness and learn to be 
always motivated by love and live for the whole.  I believe art can heal, 
inspire and teach and is part of the healing and growth process. 
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Poynt Series: 1 & 2 
watercolour on canvas, each 90 x 120, 2012

Poynt Series: 3,  watercolour on canvas, 90  x 120 cm , 2012

Sr. Veronica Chandler

Sr. Veronica is a Benedictine nun of Jamberoo Abbey. 

The Poynt Series

This series of works was inspired from the writings of Julian of 
Norwich, a 14th century mystic in the Catholic tradition. 

She describes an image of God as a ‘poynt’, middle English for 
point. This was probably the smallest known object of that 
time. The point can also symbolise infinity. 

The painted images here are a contemporary interpretation 
of the point as a permeable space. They reflect something of a 
large universal space, an infinity. 

Perhaps the divine spark within each of us. 
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Green, watercolour on canvas, 51 x 51 cm, 2016

Beez, watercolour on canvas, 46 x 46 cm, 2016
Cherry 2, watercolour on canvas, 30.5 x 30.5cm, 2016

Wendy Dening

With these works I was interested in depicting light and transparency 
and a connection with land and the natural world. 

The spiritual aspect of the work is the use of light/transparency. Light 
for me is an expression of God. 
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Transitions through space: series 2016. No 2, mixed media on canvas, 35.5 x 35.5 cm, 2016

Transitions through space: series 2016, Nos 5 & 6  
mixed media on canvas, 35.5 x 35.5 cm, 2016

Rosa Daniela Diaz

Deep Ecology philosophy argues that the natural world is a subtle 
balance of complex inter-relationships in which the existence of 
organisms is dependent on the existence of others within the 
ecosystems. I have come to the realisation that there is a connection 
between all living things on this planet. We as humans are part of this 
interdependency and are increasingly disconnected from it, placing it in 
jeopardy rather than recognising and valuing its sacred nature.

My fascination with the natural worlds intricate systems, patterns 
and relationships and humanities connection to it, has led me on an 
exploration through process and materiality. This series of works was 
inspired by surrounding bushland during a recent residency in the 
Wollemi National Park in Bilpin. I began tracing, layering and collaging 
onto canvas using aged commercial patterns that had been given to me 
by my mother. These new processes and materials echo the meanings 
I wish to convey: The importance of conservation through repurposing 
of materials: the multiplicity of connections between nature and the 
human spirit: the fragility of nature and its many layers and the layers 
within us.

Unexpectedly, during this process I have found fragments of myself.
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Weeds along my morning walk, ink drawings, 64 x 84 cm, 2015

Weeds along my morning walk (details) 
ink drawings, 64 x 74 cm, 2015

Liz Jeneid

Most people usually see weeds as being of no use, have no monetary 
value, take up valuable space and need to be removed....their structure 
and beauty is overlooked.

I find them worthy of great attention and enjoy drawing them, and see 
them as a metaphor for our current attitude towards asylum seekers. 
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Rain in Casuarina, acrylic on canvas, 91 x 101 cm, 2016

Light and Palms (detail below),  
acrylic on canvas, 91 x 101 cm, 2016

Alena Kennedy

Intrigued by processes of chaos and creation and by the fractal nature 
of growth, I gaze into a patterned universe. Nature is both a symbolic 
and actual inspiration for my art. By combining sharpness of detail 
with blurred or subtly rendered spatial areas I attempt to describe 
an elusive recollection of a sublime and non-physical experience, 
unbound by space and time; while simultaneously evoking a sense of 
vibrant life force which imbues, embraces and connects all things, thus 
highlighting their existence in the present. 

These connections represent my attempts to depict the mystery of my 
life here and now, and the strange duality of my existence: physical 
and spiritual. By taking time to quieten my thoughts and emotions, 
and by maintaining an attitude of openness to the Creative life force 
(God, Allah, Divine Source, Love), I allow my inner awareness to absorb 
a glimpse of this mystery. Sometimes when this happens I experience 
an intuitive sense of belonging and connectedness with all things, 
a feeling of peace and of a loving and infinite presence. I attempt to 
maintain this attitude during the creation of my art and I believe that art 
is one medium which may convey the essence of a spiritual experience.

For me, the creation of art follows the cosmic: chaos to creation 
process which is experienced in every aspect of nature, large and small. 
Spiritually my art making mirrors the creative divine process of loving 
and allowing to evolve, balanced between guidelines of intention, 
aesthetic reason and spontaneous, intuitive freedom.

When my children were young they helped me to realise that an open 
heart has a huge capacity for awareness. My son at the age of four, said: 
‘We can fit more inside us than outside us’. My prayer now is for my 
heart to grow as wide as the ocean (a prayer suggested by Muhammad 
Subuh, the founder of Subud). In my paintings I attempt to depict 
something of the mysterious life forms and landscapes of my space 
within.
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Many Paths, mixed media on paper, 15 x 21 cm, 2016 Odd-bod goes walking at night,  
mixed media on paper, 22 x 22 cm 2016

Imagined history document # IV,  
mixed media on paper, 75 x 85 cm, 2016

Moira Kirkwood

I aim to empty my mind to make myself available to the Power of Good 
/God/dess / the Universe. I want to be used to create whatever needs to 
be created this day.  Mondrian said: the position of the artist is humble. He 
is essentially a channel. I get that.

This approach seems to work best when I try to cultivate humility and 
generosity. (Of course this process is characterised by repeated failures.) 
The less I compare myself with others, or identify with secular success, 
the better the work will be. I enjoy recognition and sales of my work, 
but I try to remember that ultimately these are imposters and of no 
account.

Recently much of my work has involved what appears to be aerial 
views or maps; dense structures; or scripts that are suggested but not 
necessarily comprehensible. (I discover this as I go. There is no intention 
to create an artwork with these themes.)

The titles I give reflect what the works suggest visually, but there is 
a deeper reality. They suggest relationships and the nature of Life: 
contingent; complex; beautiful and thankfully, quirky and odd.
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Choosing Worldlines II, oil on canvas, 142 x 102 cm, 2016

Change in the Weather (+ detail bottom) 
oil on canvas,  71 x 61 cm, 2016

Shining Rainbow

It is my longstanding practice to work through feelings (emotional and 
somatic) in painting and other art forms with the intention of gaining 
insight, deepening understanding and affecting self-transformation. 

This practice explores the relationship between inner and outer worlds 
and the process of engendering self-awareness. The colours and images 
I use emerge spontaneously as I work, informing underlying concepts, 
which I reference in the titles of the artworks. In the painting (Choosing 
Worldlines II) I explore the concept of multiple world lines theory, as 
posited by contemporary physics. According to this theory, the wave 
function contains all possible outcomes of any event. Observation 
‘collapses’ the wave function to an actual outcome. I have painted the 
subjective experience of this — how the subtlest of choices we make, to 
the quality of the thoughts that we think, can have the most profound 
consequence: we move between world lines. This is our effective power 
as self-aware, creative beings.  

I employ mystical concepts in my artwork because I see a need to 
interject a language of optimism into the fine arts. This is in contrast 
to the paradigm of our postmodern society – an age compelled to 
emphasize cynicism and the dark side of human nature; a global culture 
of perpetual strife and avarice. 

Beneath the meaninglessness offered to us is the meaning that we 
make ourselves – our own creative engagement with reality. Beneath 
terror, rage and despair is power – the power of life itself, renewing. I 
want my artwork to own the darkness, to know it intimately, and yet 
steadfastly win its way to beauty. 

I see art as medicine for self and society. I make the art I do because I 
believe that genuine communication is possible – all truth is subjective 
but that doesn’t mean that it is arbitrary. I believe that beauty is 
affirming and nourishing and has the power to transform both 
individuals and the community.
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Bulli Pass, charcoal on arches, 50 x 50 cm, 2014

Mount Keira,  
oil on poly, 90 x 90 cm, 2016

Bulli Pass (detail) 
charcoal on arches, 50 x 50 cm, 2014

Robert Reid

I have been making Art for 50 years. Such a selfish and compulsive act 
of ego. Yet still it goes on, in response to what? The Muse, the creative 
urge, a desire to stop the wheel for just a moment. I take some comfort 
from the fact that there seem to be many others similarly afflicted, with 
this benign psychosis. 

We have been at this for thousands of years, from Lascaux to Uluru. 
There must be a reason for our sentient need to make Art. Something 
beyond the rhetoric. Or maybe not. 

The painting of Mount Keira was made in response to a slight feeling of 
foreboding that arose during a recent visit. The memory of a dark story 
about a forest at the foothills of Mount Fuji in Japan. The sad Alcheringa 
story of Mount Keiras creation, vaguely recalled. The abandoned café, 
a feeling of acrophobia at the lookout. Cars parked in strange places, 
Cockatoos calling.  

I wrote the poem first, then the painting, I’m not sure I like it, the bright 
colours, just happened, sky sea trees, the West wind, my state of mind.

Mount Keira 

She dived into the hot west wind  

tumble twisting silent falling.  

As she dropped she saw her brother  

angry father, long lost mother. 

On the Ocean wait her sisters 

watching for her every day.  

If you listen you can hear them  

singing Geera’s sad soft Air.
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The Hand of Mariam,  
acrylic and pen on canvas, 25 x 20 cm, 2016

The Hand of Fatimah,  
acrylic and pen on canvas, 25 x 20 cm, 2016

Mardijah Simpson

Our hands are crucial to living in this world - to hold, to wave, to sign, 
to caress, to create, to pray. From the earliest of hand prints on rock 
walls until now - they have been very much present in visual imagery 
throughout all cultures.  

I was very moved to discover that the small stained glass hand I 
was given in Cordoba at the Jewish Museum in the house of the 
12th century Spanish philosopher Maimonides is also a symbol in 
Christianity and Islam. Known as The hand of Mariam - sister of Moses or 
The hand of Fatimah - the youngest daughter of Muhammad they are 
beautiful and powerful symbols of women, peace, protection, blessing 
and more. 

These are gifts very much needed in today’s world and a strong 
reminder of the common values that connect all humanity deep within. 

These two paintings of virtually identical hands have their own 
distinctive colours and patterning - acknowledging each one of us and 
every culture has their own unique qualities. However the date palm 
on Mariam’s hand is a reminder that it was celebrated in the Koran 
when Mary, the mother of Christ, heavy with child rested against it 
and got nourishment and also quenched her thirst as a rivulet of water 
appeared at its base. The other images on the hands have their own 
significance - many in common.
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We All Make Sacrifices (Gullinbursti)  
jelutong, rope, fixings 
54 x 41 x 46 cm, 2016

Our Tangled Webs (Minotaur)  
jelutong, rope, fixings 
72 x 46 x 32 cm, 2016

The Order of Chaos (Tiamat), jelutong, preserved bird wings, chain, synthetic rope, feathers, leather, 43 x 14 x 27 cm, 2016 
The Passing of Storms (Anzu), jelutong, preserved fish fins, tanned fish skin, shell beads, chain, synthetic rope,  31 x 14 x 25 cm, 2016

Kate Stehr

Kate is an artist based in the coastal town of Wollongong. Her works are 
predominantly three-dimensional, with each of her practices informing 
the others. She is currently engaged in a Masters of Philosophy - 
Creative Arts (Research) on the translation of traditional narratives into 
sculptural form. 

The current series of works, entitled ‘The Reimagined Tale’, are 
predominantly carved from timber, with the central assemblage 
offering further insight into the works conceptual basis. The individual 
characters chosen, such as the Minotaur in Ovid’s Metamorphosis, 
are recognisable players in the tales. The sculptural works provide a 
reciprocal and self-reflective platform in investigating how stories and 
narratives can be transformed into physical objects. 

They are also explorations of a reimagined version of these traditional 
tales in a contemporary context. In these reinterpretations the moral 
drive and underlying spiritual essence of each tale is often removed, 
leaving the characters devoid of purpose. The marionette-like joints, 
which beg for movement, echo this sentiment, and the lack of any 
controlling strings again references themes of loss of drive and control. 
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arount about, found sticks, medical felt, stainless steel, wood, wire, paint, acrylic, paper, text, 36 x 50 x 50 cm, 2015

close  (+detail bottom)  
found sticks, acrylic, stainless steel, medical felt, 
bamboo, 50 x 35 x 35 cm, 2015

Greer Taylor

To me spirituality is about connection and is related to the act of 
creativity which is in itself an act of finding and making connections. I 
would suggest creativity is a spiritual act.

Nature teaches me about connections and much else: about possibility 
and risk, purpose and joy, parsimony and fecundity, nurture and 
brutality...

My work often uses natural found objects in conjunction with 
manufactured objects – in itself a discussion on the idea that humans 
can live collaboratively with nature not in opposition to it. I often use 
repeated elements to create self-supporting systems, which acts as an 
analogy to the essential connectedness of our planet – these works, like 
nature begins to break down if the elements making up the connected 
system are damaged or removed.

around about

Concepts for the shape of the universe abound – from flat to curved, 
saddle shaped to spherical, cubes to donuts.

This small universe: a mirrored, felted sky holding a small hanging  
forest is set on wheels appearing to go around and around: to spin  
on its own axis.

close

Exposure and protection: a small close forest is artificially held up, as 
if ripped out of its context, its vulnerability exposed for all to see – its 
secrets laid bare… but yet its bed-like ‘container’ provides this small 
secret forest a sense of protection – en-closed into a place of rest.
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weekend activities

Solestra Alchemy Crystal Singing Bowls meditation and workshop  
with Elizabeth Brandis
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weekend activities

Argentine Drumming Performance  
by Illawarras OWN (Older Womens Network) Heartbeats

Argentine Drumming Workshop  
with Barbara Malcolm
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